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ABSTRACT

|

Personal photographs are being captured in

digital form at an accelerating rate, and our computational
tools for searching, browsing, and sharing these photos are
struggling to keep pace. One promising approach is automatic
face recognition, which would allow photos to be organized by
the identities of the individuals they contain. However,
achieving accurate recognition at the scale of the Web requires
discriminating among hundreds of millions of individuals and
would seem to be a daunting task. This paper argues that social
network context may be the key for large-scale face recognition to succeed. Many personal photographs are shared on the
Web through online social network sites, and we can leverage
the resources and structure of such social networks to improve
face recognition rates on the images shared. Drawing upon real
photo collections from volunteers who are members of a
popular online social network, we asses the availability of
resources to improve face recognition and discuss techniques
for applying these resources.
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Fig. 1. The billions of personal photographs shared in online social
networks present a new opportunity to develop ‘‘socially aware’’ face
recognition systems. By leveraging contextual information about the
social relationships among photographers and their friends, these
systems have the potential to achieve accurate recognition on
Internet-scale photo collections that contain hundreds of millions of
people. (Photo courtesy of Robert Scoble under a Creative Commons
License [1].)
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It has never been easier to capture a photograph, and
trends indicate that personal digital photography will
continue to become simpler, cheaper, and more available
to people around the world. Unfortunately, our ability to
automatically analyze and organize photos lags far behind
our ability to create and store them. As petabytes of visual
data are becoming commonplace, we require new tools to
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recognition. While these results are preliminary, they
suggest that Bsocially aware[ face recognition is a problem
that deserves research attention.

II. FACE RECOGNITION IN PERSONAL
PHOTOGRAPHS

Fig. 2. Current face recognition performance is poor when faces are
photographed ‘‘in the wild’’ with uncontrolled variations in pose,
expression, and illumination. This figure shows the ranked results
from a commercial face recognition system as it attempts to match the
query face in the upper left (outlined in white) against a set of
thousands of labeled face images of 731 individuals harvested from
photos on Facebook, a popular online social network. The matches are
presented in decreasing order of similarity from left to right and from
top to bottom, and the correct identity matches are highlighted in
green.

automatically parse images so that they can be effectively
indexed, browsed, searched, and shared.
One useful way to index photographsVespecially personal photographsVis through the identities of the individuals they contain, and, in theory, this can be executed at
scale using automatic face recognition. However, recognizing individuals from facial images is a hard problem,
particularly when the images are like those in Figs. 1 and 2:
collected Bin the wild[ with uncontrolled variations in
pose, lighting, and expression. This difficulty is exacerbated in large online photo collections in which hundreds of
millions of individuals might appear; the difference in appearance between individuals becomes very small relative
to the appearance variation of any particular individual.
Furthermore, even the preparation of training data (by
manually labeling images, for example) to enroll people in
an automatic recognition system becomes burdensome.
This paper argues that online social networks can
provide the keys to successful face recognition in large
photo collections on the Web. This argument is based on
two observations. First, online communities induce social
incentives for members to manually attach identity labels
to facial images. The resulting practice of users voluntarily
Btagging[ themselves and their friends in photos can
produce extraordinary quantities of labeled facial images,
which reduces or eliminates the traditional enrollment
burden. The second observation is that the social network
graph of an online community, which is often available in
machine-readable form, provides powerful contextual
information that improves both performance and computational efficiency.
By drawing on photos embedded in the online social
network Facebook, we assess the availability of labeled face
data, and we build on our earlier study [2] to show how
social network context can be leveraged to improve

Face recognition is a relatively mature topic in computer
vision, and recognition rates on moderately large databases
captured under controlled view and lighting conditions
can be quite high (e.g., [3]). However, in personal
photographs, the conditions are rather uncontrolled: as
depicted in Fig. 2, faces exhibit a wide range of pose,
expression, illumination, and makeup variation that is
difficult for recognition systems to handle.
Recognition rates in such uncontrolled settings are
improving thanks to ongoing developments in face detection and alignment [4], [5], feature extraction that is
insensitive to changes in pose, expression, and illumination [6], [7], and face-specific metric learning
and classification [8], [9]. This research is being spurred
by the collection and dissemination of Bstandard[ data
sets containing hundreds or thousands of individuals
[6], [10].
In parallel to these advances, there has been interest
in understandingVas we seek to do in this paperVwhen
and how contextual information of various forms can be
used to improve recognition. For example, the performance of recognizing celebrities can be boosted by exploiting captions and scripts that accompany some video
feeds [5], [10]–[13], or by exploiting the link structure
and the text/image co-occurrence that exists on the Web
[14], [15]. There is also significant contextual information
available within an individual’s personal photo collection,
especially within subcollections corresponding to particular events. In this setting, recognition systems can
exploit the fact that individuals have consistent clothing
and hairstyles between photos, and that certain individuals and groups appear more frequently than others
[16]–[20]. Contextual information can come from other
places as well, such as apparent social norms for
positioning in Bgroup shots[ [21], and census data that
link names to visually salient attributes such as age and
gender [22].
The use of social network resources, as described in
this paper, can be seen as a source of contextual information that compliments the ones listed above. These resources come in two formsVlabeled facial images and
social network structureVand, as compared to other
forms of contextual information, they are unique in terms
of their scale and utility. As we discuss in later sections,
these social network resources have several desirable
properties.
1) The resources are Bfree[ in that they accumulate
as a natural by-product of human interaction
online.
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2)

3)

4)

5)

Data from social networks are already available in
enormous quantities, and further growth seems
likely.
Identity labels on photos tend to be highly
accurate because there are social incentives for
them to be correct.
With the increasing connectivity of the Web,
these resources can potentially be exploited by a
diverse set of recognition systems, some of which
may be mobile and ubiquitous.
Trends suggest that additional resources, such as
timestamps and geotags, will become available as
quickly as technology permits.

III . PHOTO T AGGING IN ONLINE
COMMUNITIES
One important source of information in online social
networksVand Facebook in particularVis the vast quantity of facial images that have been manually labeled, or
Btagged,[ by identity. The popularity of tagging is somewhat surprising, because tagging images by associating
captions, annotations, or keywords is a tedious processVso
tedious that very few people actually take the time to tag the
images in their personal libraries [23]. This lack of personal
tagging persists despite the fact that efficient tagging
interfaces for personal photo collections have existed for
almost a decade [24]–[26] and tags can significantly
improve personal image organization and retrieval [27].
Interestingly, things seem to change when images are
shared online. Online communities induce social incentives
to tag, and, as evidenced by the density of tags in Facebook
and other online communities, these incentives can be
quite strong. Recent studies are beginning to explore this
phenomenon [28]–[30], and they suggest that the social
incentives for tagging can be quite diverse. On Facebook,
tags typically correspond to the identities of individuals in
an image, and these tags are used to ensure that an image
will be seen by one’s friends. When Avery tags Ben in a
Facebook photo, Ben receives an e-mail message with a
link to the image, and both Avery’s friends and Ben’s
friends might find the tag mentioned in streaming Bnews
feeds[ on the site. In this way, Avery successfully shares
the photo with Ben, and (perhaps) Ben’s stature is
enhanced among their combined group of friends.
Whatever the reasons for social tagging, the practice is a
boon for recognition systems. At the time of this writing,
Facebook has a rapidly growing population of more than
400 million users, and it hosts over 20 billion images, with
more than 2.5 billion new photos being added every month
[31], [32]. Many of these images have been manually tagged
with individuals’ identities, and, in this way, the members of
this online community have inadvertently created an
astoundingly large database of annotated facial images
embedded in a social network structure that can be accessed
(at least partially) in machine readable form.
1410

Table 1 Results of an Empirical Study of the Social Network Resources
Available to Aid Face Recognition Systems on Facebook. Data Were
Accessed Using a Standard BFacebook Application[ Authorized by
50 College-Age Volunteers

A. An Empirical Study
We recently performed an empirical study to measure
the availability of labeled face data. Our study was
conducted using a very small portion of the Facebook
social network associated with 50 college-age volunteers.
We retrieved all photos that had been posted by the
50 volunteers and all photos taken by others that had been
tagged with any of our volunteers or their friends. We also
retrieved all of the identity tags and metadata associated
with these photos, and we attempted to collect the
network of BFacebook friendships[ among our volunteers
and their friends.1
The results of this empirical study are summarized in
Table 1, along with the numbers we collected nearly two
years earlier (see [2]) using almost the same volunteers.
In this most recent study, the recovered network for the
50 registered volunteers and their friends includes
22 108 individuals in total, and the number of their
photos that can be retrieved is more than seven million.
There are more than eight million identity tags associated
with these images, and nearly four million images have at
least one attached tag.
The tagging interface in Facebook does not constrain
the image location at which a user applies an identity tag.
Fortunately, many users seem to apply these tags on or
near individuals’ faces, which makes associating identity
tags with facial images reasonably accurate. In our data
set, we used an open-source frontal face detector [33] to
detect faces in the four million tagged images, and we
found that 32% of the eight million manually attached tags
could be very reliably associated with a machinedetectable frontal face.
The process of associating machine-detectable faces
with identity tags ultimately produced a set of labeled
facial images that includes 2.5 million samples of 385 624
individuals. The distribution of samples per individual in
1
More precisely, our volunteers granted access to a Facebook Platform
application that we developed, and the application acquired all network
connections, photos, and tags that were accessible via the Facebook API.
The privacy settings of many users prevented us from accessing complete
information.
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Fig. 3. Fractions of individuals in our study who are associated with N
computer-detectable tagged face images. While most of the people
referenced in our data set only appear in photos a handful of times, ten
or more images are available for 44 000 people, and 300 or more
images are available for 450 people. The number of human-assigned
tags per individual is much higher; here we only count tags that could
be assigned to computer-detected frontal faces with very high
confidence.

this set is shown in Fig. 3. For nearly half of the individuals,
there is only one facial sample, but in many cases, there are
more. For example, there are 15 000 individuals with
exactly five facial samples, 450 individuals with 300 samples
or more, and a handful of individuals with more than 1000
samples. If we view this set of images as a database for
evaluating face recognition systems Bin the wild,[ it is orders
of magnitude larger than existing alternatives [6], [10].
We noticed several interesting features of this data set
that are relevant to face recognition in the context of the
social network. Of the 22 108 volunteers and friends in the
network, 67% could be associated with at least one labeled
facial sample. Our volunteers have 645 friends on average,
which is substantially higher than Facebook’s reported
average of 130 friends per user on the entire site [31].
Since every photo is uploaded by a known user (whom we
will call the photographer), it is possible for a recognition
system to draw upon social context surrounding the
photographer to reduce the set of possible identity labels
that is considered for each detected face in each photo.
Another interesting observation is that, on average, about
30% of the tagged faces in a photographer’s albums belong
to the photographer him or herself.
In this data set, people appear in photos with fewer
people than they count among their Facebook friends. In
effect, photo co-occurrence defines a subgraph of an individual’s friend graph that may be more relevant for predicting co-occurrence in new photos. We computed the
percentages of our volunteers’ Facebook friends with whom
they had been tagged in a photo, and the average is only 13%.

IV. FACE RECOGNITION W ITH
SOCIAL CONTEXT
We consider the task of recognizing faces in a photograph
as a joint labeling problem. As input, we are given an image

and some associated metadata, which might include a
timestamp, geotag, photographer identity, and one or more
manually attached annotations. For simplicity, we will
assume that the image has already been parsed into a discrete set of face regions via application of a face detection
algorithm (e.g., [34]). We further assume that each detected face is associated with a discrete set of allowable
identity labels. Our goal is to infer from these sets the
correct label for each face.
An example input photo is shown in Fig. 4, where a face
detector has located three faces to be identified. We seek a
labeling that is supported by the image data (i.e., the appearance of each face) as well as the known social network
structure (i.e., the relationships between individuals).
Formulated in this way, the recognition problem is one
of structured prediction [36]–[40]. Given an input imagewith-metadata x, we seek to infer a joint labeling y, and
this is accomplished by learning a function h : X !Y that
maps inputs x 2 X to y 2 Y. Using the notation of [39],
this function is expressed as
hðxÞ ¼ arg maxy2Y f ðx; yÞ

(1)

where the function f : X  Y!R captures the essence of
the problem and must be learned from training data. This
learning process is made tractable by expressing the

Fig. 4. A visualization of the input features  and the output labels yi
in the structured prediction problem of jointly labeling faces in
personal photographs. The graphical model above the photo contains
a node for each detected face, and the nodes are connected in a
complete graph; the goal is to infer the identity labels yi . Inference is
accomplished by drawing upon available ‘‘features’’ that correspond
to each node and each edge. These features include both image data
and context from the embedding social network. (Photo courtesy of
Flickr user mynameisharsha under a Creative Commons License [35].)
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function f as a linear combination of fixed Bfeature functions[ and then learning only the combining weights on
these feature functions.
The example in Fig. 4 represents a specific structured
prediction problem in which the function f is constructed
from a pairwise Markov random field (MRF). The model
contains a node for each detected face, and these nodes are
connected with all possible edges to form a complete
graph. There are feature functions associated with each
node in the graph, such as recognition scores from a face
recognition subsystem, and feature functions associated
with each edge, such as the strength of the social tie
between each pair of individuals. This model is represented as
f ðx; yÞ ¼

X

i ðyi jxÞ þ

i

X

ij ðyi ; yj jxÞ

(2)

ði;jÞ;i6¼j

with

i ðyi jxÞ ¼

X

m ðxÞfm ðyi ; xÞ

Fig. 5. Combining facial appearance and social network context for
face recognition. The data set is split into training and testing sets
(roughly 80%/20%) according to a time threshold t. Training images
are used to learn models of facial appearance and social (pairwise)
relationships, and these models are used to recognize individuals in
the test set. The figure displays identification performance as a
function of rank threshold: at each rank value R, it shows the
proportion of all test samples for which the correct identity label
appeared in the top R predictions. Results are shown for the facial
appearance model ðfaceÞ, the social relationship model ðcontextÞ, and
their combination.

m

ij ðyi ; yj jxÞ ¼

X

n ðxÞgn ðyi ; yj ; xÞ:

n

Here, fm and gn represent different univariate and bivariate
feature functions, and m and n are the learned weights
that combine them.
The advantage of this approach is that arbitrary, possibly mutually dependent feature functions fm and gn can
be proposed for f , and the combining weights can be
trained discriminatively. Consider again the face example
in Fig. 4. In addition to the image-based face recognition
score mentioned above, the univariate functions might
include measures of the social prominence of individuals
[41], their likelihoods conditioned on a timestamp or geotag, or their likelihood of being photographed by this
particular photographer at this particular time. Similarly,
the bivariate functions might include a variety of measures
for the social relations between pairs of individuals within
the social network [42]–[45].
There are three main challenges to this approach to
recognition, and all of them are surmountable. First, we
require the means to perform inference by carrying out the
argmax operation in (1). In many cases, this is intractable,
but the problem has received intense interest during the past
few years, especially for MRF-based structures like that in
(2). A number of promising approximate inference schemes
now exist, including those based on message passing (e.g.,
[46]) and graph-cuts (e.g., [47]). A second challenge is
learning the weights m and n for a proposed set of feature
functions. This requires a large number of pairs
fxk ; yk gVinput images for which the true labels for all
1412

regions are knownVand an efficient method for learning.
The former can be obtained from the Internet as described
in the previous section, and particularly useful for the latter
are efficient large-margin techniques, such as those based on
structural support vector machines [48], [49].
As a simple illustration of these techniques, Fig. 5
demonstrates that even basic contextual information can
improve the recognition performance of a face recognition
system. To generate this figure, we ran an improved version of the evaluation in [2] on our expanded data set. The
data set was split into training and test sets based on a time
threshold t. This imitates the realistic application of
labeling people in a batch of new photographs uploaded
after time t by drawing upon the network resources that
were available before time t. For testing, we restricted our
attention to photos that contain exactly two high-quality
labeled faces to highlight the effect of context without the
distractions of variable graph sizes and approximate
inference, and the time threshold t was chosen such that
the training set contained approximately 80% of the usable
photos.
To set the label (identity) space for each test photo, one
could use the list of Facebook friends of the photographer
as described earlier, but timestamps for friend link creation are currently unavailable through the Facebook API.
This prevents us from using friend links in a manner
consistent with the time-based split defined above.
Instead, we set the label space for each test photo to be
the union of: 1) the users who have been tagged in the
photographer’s photos before time t; and 2) the individuals
with whom the photographer has been jointly tagged in any
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Facebook photo before time t. Finally, for the purposes of
this evaluation, we considered the simplest possible feature functions: a single univariate function fm that comes
from a face recognition system and scores identities using
appearance information, and a single bivariate function
gn that measures the thresholded pairwise photo cooccurences of the individuals in the training set. The
weights on these face and context functions were learned
by maximizing the conditional log likelihood of the training data (see [2]), and once these weights were learned, we
performed inference [see (1)] and computed marginal
probability distributions at each node to produce a ranked
list of identity labels for each detected face.
The curves in Fig. 5 differ somewhat from the results of
our previous study [2] for several reasons: we incorporated
an improved face recognition subsystem based upon the
work of Everingham et al. [5], the data set was approximately twice as large due to the passage of time (see
Table 1), the label space per photo was different and
somewhat smaller, and we only split the data set once
based on a time threshold. However, the qualitative trend
is the sameVwhile face recognition beats guessing Bwith
your eyes closed,[ face recognition and social context
combined yield better recognition rates than either information source alone.

V. CONCLUSION
The ubiquity of identity tags in communities such as
Facebook strongly suggests that social incentives can be
leveraged to obtain significant quantities of labeled facial
images of millions of individuals. To advance the state of
the art in face recognition, the questions of how best to
apply these data and how to build scalable recognition
systems are worthy of attention. This paper argues that
social network context is an important tool for assembling
scalable recognition systems, and it provides an example of
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